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Currently working on the completion of his PhD at the University of the Witwatersrand (Wits), Reed has self-designed the board
which will provide the international project on the Large Hadron Collider.
The ATLAS detector has electronic drawers where filtering of raw data occurs after passing through a detector.
“The new mobile testing equipment basically is a mobile box which the detector maintenance people will use to connect to the
detector which would run the test on this drawer of electronics,” Reed told TIMES Live.
Professor Bruce Mellado, member of the High Energy Physics Group, said: “We in South Africa can deliver with similar
standards as our European counterpart.”
“It is also not only an academic exercise, but a real product that will be used for real detector maintenance of the ATLAS
detector,” Mellado said.
The Large Hadron Collider is planned to be back online in 2015 after being shut down in February for maintenance and energy
improvements for merging protons.
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Nigerian bank opens self-service e-branch in Lagos
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It said its self-service Access Express banking service is an innovative response to
smart-banking revolution craved by customers and will bridge the service gap and
improve overall customers’ service experience
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Vodacom, Neotel deal held up by ICASA – report
Last week, the Wall Street Journal reported Vodacom was close to finalising the
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Last week, the Wall Street Journal reported Vodacom was close to finalising the
purchase of the company for US$460 million and take over its debt.Indian newspaper
the Economic Times now reports the de...
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Google requests for user information up 120% over 4 years
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Google regularly receives requests from governments and courts around the world to
hand over user data, disclosing the number of requests it receives from each
government every six months, with certai...
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Nigeria to increase internet penetration by reducing phone costs –
Johnson
Speaking in Lagos at an international forum with the theme “Accelerating Nationwide
Broadband Access in Nigeria”, Johnson said the Nigerian government is passionate
about increasing internet penetration in the country
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MTN Business Kenya invests in businesses communications
technologies
The MTN Metro Ethernet service is based on a fibre network that will use MPLS
technology to supply point to point, point to multipoint or virtual LAN services between
customer branches within major cities in Kenya
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Former Safaricom CEO launches M-Pesa in Europe
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Joseph oversaw the rollout of M-Pesa in Kenya in March 2007, and is now director of
mobile money at Vodafone.Vodafone said the M-Pesa would offer unbanked Romanians
simple, safe and secure mobile mone...
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